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ONE BELL rebel rebellious rebellion belligerent belligerence

bellicose antebellum PACT/PEASE compact compactly

compactness compactor impact impacted impaction pacify pacifist

pact appease HOSP/HOST hostage hospice hostel inhospitable

AM/IM amateur amatory amiable amity amorist amorous enemy

enmity amicable enamored inimical paramour CRIM crime criminal

criminate recriminate criminology decriminalize incriminate

recrimination PROB/PROV prove proof probable probably

probability probate probation probationary probationer probative

probe probing approbate approbatory approve approvable approval

disapproval disproof improve improvement reprobation reprove

reproof reprieve approbation disprove probity reprobate GRAV

grave gravitation gravimeter aggravate aggravation grief grieve

aggrieve gravid gravitas gravitate gravity LEV lever leverage levy

levitate levitation alleviation elevation elevator relevance relieve relief

alleviate elevate leavening levity ACT action actionable activate

activation activator active activity actual actuality actualize actually

actuate enact enactment exact exacting exaction exactitude exactly

inaction inactive interact react reactor reaction transact transaction

agency agent agile agility agitate agitation agitator agony cogent

cogitate exigent prodigal来源：考试大 AGOGUE demagogue

pedagogue synagogue AL/OL/ UL aliment alimental alimentary



alimentation alimony adolescence adolescent prolific prolificacy

proliferate adult adulthood adultness ALT altar altimeter altitude

exalt exaltation ALTER/ALI alter alteration altercate altercation

alternate alternation alternative alternator altruism altruistic alien

alienable alienate alienation alias alibi adulterate adultery ANG anger

angry anguish anxiety anxious ANGL/ANGUL angle angular

equiangular rectangle triangle triangular LESSON TWO AG agitate

litigate prodigal synagogue VEN/VENT adventitious adventure

adventurous venture venturous misadventure circumvent

circumvention contravene contravention convene convention

conventional conventioneer convenient convenience event eventful

eventual eventuate invent invention inventor prevent prevention

preventive intervene intervenient supervene avenue revenue

souvenir advent provenance venturesome venue CAP/CEP/CIP

capable capacious capacity caption captivate captivating captive

captivity captor capture accept acceptable acceptance acceptation

accepted conceive conceivable concept conception deceive

deceivable deceit deception deceptive except exception

exceptionable exceptional inception inceptive intercept interception

interceptor perceive percept perception perceptive precept preceptor

receive receiver receivable receipt receptacle receptive recipient

susceptibility susceptive anticipate anticipation participate

participation participle emancipate emancipation reception incipient

perceptible susceptible FIN fine final finale finalize finance financial

finish finitude infinite infinitive infinitude confine confinement

define definite definition indefinite refine refined refinement affinity



definitive infinitesimal finite JAC/JEC abject abjection deject eject

ejection inject injection interject interjection object objection

objective objectivity project projectile projector reject rejection

subject subjection subjective ejaculate ejaculation subjacent adjacent

conjecture dejected trajectory TRACT trace track tract tractable

traction tractor trail trailer train trait treat treatment treatise treatment

abstract abstraction attract attraction contract contractile contraction

contractor contractual detraction distract distraction extract

extraction extract extraction extractor protract protraction

protractor retrace retract retractile subtract subtraction entreaty

maltreat portray portrait retreat subtrahend detract protracted

retraction intractable DUC abduct adduct conduce conduct

conductor deduce deducible deduct deductive ductile ductility

educate education educe inducement induct induction inductive

introduce introduction oviduct produce producer product

production productive reduce reduced reduction seduce seducer

semiconductor subdue traduce viaduct conducive deduction induce

seduction SEC/SEQU sequel sequence sequent sequential

consequence consequent subsequence subsequent consecution

consecutive executive executor persecute persecution prosecute

prosecution prosecutor sue ensue pursue pursuance pursuit suit

suitable suite consequential execute obsequious sequential 100Test 
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